TANDEM COLLECTION

IN HARMONY

UNISON

IN HARMONY
Unique pairings go together and work well in conjunction with one another, much like, salt and pepper, peanut butter and
jelly, black and white, hence they complement one another. It’s their arrangement which sets them apart from one
another, allowing each to play an effective role in the mix. In the case of black and white, each is capable to stand alone,
but when combined into either fashion or interiors the pairing can set a bold tone of contrast completely different then if
used alone. Such can be said for the product pairing In Harmony and Unison, Philly Queen Commercial’s latest
broadloom tenant introductions.
In Harmony, a go anywhere, hi-lo textured coordinate in the Tandem Collection, it beautifully complements the medium
scale checker pattern Unison. 13 richly sophisticated colors developed to offer a wide range of aesthetic options.
Undeniably the two pairing upgrade even the most basic of tenant spaces.

54578-78101

54578-78200

54578-78205

54578-78301

54578-78302
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54578-78503

54578-78505

54578-78510

54578-78513

54578-78701

54578-78703

54578-78801

BROADLOOM SPECIFICATIONS
FIBER

Eco Solution Q® Nylon

BACKING

StaLok®

DYE METHOD(S)

100% Solution Dyed

TUFTED WEIGHT

24 oz.

NSF 140 Gold Certification

Responsiveness is a crucial part of who we are and what we do. So, it’s
only natural both our people AND our products are available to serve
you immediately.
We will ship up to 2000 sq. yds. broadloom per style & color in 10
business days or less.

SILVER

Phone: 800.441.7429
www.philadelphia-commercial.com

UNISON

54579-79101

54579-79200

54579-79205

54579-79301

54579-79302

54579-79403

54579-79503

54579-79505

54579-79510

54579-79513

54579-79701

54579-79703

54579-79801

BROADLOOM SPECIFICATIONS
FIBER

Eco Solution Q® Nylon

BACKING

StaLok®

DYE METHOD(S)

100% Solution Dyed

TUFTED WEIGHT

24 oz.

NSF 140 Gold Certification

SILVER

Responsiveness is a crucial part of who we are and what we do. So, it’s
only natural both our people AND our products are available to serve
you immediately.
We will ship up to 2000 sq. yds. broadloom per style & color in 10
business days or less.

Phone: 800.441.7429
www.philadelphia-commercial.com

